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Dancehouse 2022 Seasons 

— An open invitation for projects 
Dancehouse invites Australian independent dance artists to propose projects for Dancehouse’s 2022 seasons (and 
beyond) 
 
Dancehouse seasons are clusters of presentations (productions, exhibitions, talks and events) that invite audiences 
to experience and appreciate dance.  
 
Dancehouse seasons are a deliberate mix of artistic voices, styles, genres and works: from new works to remounts; 
projects by emerging and established artists; from pure movement to expanded choreographies; from projects 
about dance to projects that involve audiences dancing; theatrical black box productions to white box installations; 
improvisation nights to all style battles. All dance is welcome.   
 
Throughout 2021, and following Victoria’s extensive COVID-19 shutdowns, Dancehouse has combined some delayed 
2020 projects and events (and some new ones) into five seasons throughout the year. An overview of Dancehouse 
seasons in 2020 is provided at the end of this document. 
 
Dancehouse anticipates about 3-4 seasons in 2022 and welcomes project ideas by Australian independent dance 
artists for these seasons. 
 
We’ve included more information about seasons, how they work and come together, and what Dancehouse offers 
below.  
 
This invitation is for live-performance projects at, or on-track for, a presentation outcome to an audience or 
community. See opportunities at Dancehouse for works in development and screendance works at the end of this 
page. 
 
Dancehouse is accepting proposals for 2022 seasons up to midnight 18 July 2021. 
 
 

SEND A PROJECT IDEA 
Please send your project to Dancehouse using the Airtable link below: 
 
SEND A PROJECT IDEA 
 
Sending a project idea is simple: we ask for the lead artists’ contact details and for a single attachment of your 
proposal (max. 2 pages or around 800 words). Please provide attachments as Word or PDF documents. 
 
Dancehouse will confirm receipt of all projects by Monday 19 July 2021.   

https://www.dancehouse.com.au/programs/dancehouse-seasons/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/programs/dancehouse-seasons/
https://airtable.com/shrPPaRjqb4yabC33
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MORE INFORMATION 
 
Dance Projects 
A dance project includes theatrical works, curatorial projects, lectures, public programs, installations, and 
performance experiments. Offsite projects with partners may also be considered. New projects as well as remounted 
or re-imagined projects are welcome. 
 
Dancehouse welcomes projects from a range of dance styles, expressions and practices including contemporary 
dance, street, hip hop, all styles, cultural dance forms, Butoh, Indian and South Asian forms, First Nations, work for 
children and young people, live art and experimental work. 
 
All projects should be ready or on-track for a presentation outcome to an audience or community. 
 

Feasible at Dancehouse 
Not every dance project makes artistic or financial sense at Dancehouse.  

Dancehouse is a small venue welcoming an intimate audience (70-120) per show or event. 

Works of scale, with large touring parties, casts, or sets can be prohibitive. Dancehouse suits small project teams for 
short seasons of 3-5 shows. 

 

Dancehouse Offers 
Dancehouse seasons support projects’ presentations including: 

● An all inclusive presentation fee based on the expected box office/ earned income for the project; 

● Use of Dancehouse venue and spaces for the presentation; 

● Seating bank with a configuration to be agreed and set by Dancehouse in negotiation with all project teams 
in a season; 

● Basic production and technical costs including a shared season allocation for equipment hire and use; 

● Labour including bump-in (6 hours) and bump out (4 hours); 

● Operators may be negotiated if required; 

● Front of House ushers and staff and venue supervision in season;  

● Marketing including website listings, e-news, invitations and social promotions. 

 

Presentation Fees  
Dancehouse aligns presentation fee offers based on the expected earned income or box office for the project.  

Presentation fees are paid to artists in advance of the project. Dancehouse retains 100% of box office. 

From time to time, Dancehouse may increase the presentation fee above the expected box office if the project is 
contextualised through other festivals or events or is co-presented or co-commissioned. 

 

Dancehouse Spaces and Capacity 

Dancehouse operates 2 small spaces for presentation: 

● A black box: the Sylvia Staehli Theatre with an end-on capacity of about 108.  
● A white box: the Upstairs Studio with an end-on capacity of about 80. 

https://www.dancehouse.com.au/spaces/sylvia-staehli-theatre/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/spaces/upstairs-studio/
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Other seating configurations and capacities are available in both spaces.  
 

Artists Outside of Melbourne 

Dancehouse is based in Melbourne but we are committed to the presentation of projects by dance artists outside of 
Melbourne. 
 
Ideally, for artists working outside Melbourne, projects will include remounts of existing work or on-touring to 
Dancehouse from/ to another venue. Dancehouse aims to present at least three projects by artists outside of 
Melbourne a year. Offers for these projects will include travel and accommodation costs on top of presentation fees. 

Dancehouse will happily work with artists and producers to try to connect dates for projects with other venues, 
presenters and festivals.  

 

How Projects are Considered 
Dancehouse will engage 6 independent dance artists to provide artistic appraisal of all proposals received. The 
advisors will represent a diverse range of aesthetics, experiences and backgrounds and are invited to share their 
individual artistic views and to comment on the creative risk, importance and quality of the projects, and potential 
interest to audiences or communities.  

Advisors are not ranking, assessing or validating projects. No feedback will be provided. 

Following this artistic appraisal, Dancehouse will work to program seasons in 2022 and will contact artists or 
producers directly to discuss their interest and availability.   
 

Timeline for 2022 
Dancehouse aims to begin conversations about 2022 seasons between August and September 2021.  

Dancehouse will email all artists who sent project ideas for 2022 Seasons when we are about 80% programmed 
(hopefully around October!) This email will be to let you know when Dancehouse has reached this programming 
milestone and does not preclude your project from a future presentation at Dancehouse.   

 

Programming and Producing Seasons 
Dancehouse programs and produces seasons informed by the reports from the artistic advisors with the view to 
construct a mix of appealing projects representing diverse artists, dance forms, ideas and with specific appeal to 
different dance audiences and communities.  

Dancehouse seasons are produced to balance resources, staffing, time, space, risk and the mix of projects offered to 
audiences. 

Please remember Dancehouse has a small team (less than 5 people full-time) and we need time to consider, produce 
and program seasons (minimum 6-8 weeks). 

 

What to include in your attachment 
Artists are welcome to send up to 2 project ideas for Dancehouse to consider for a Season in 2022.  
 
Projects should be exciting to you artistically, as well as to Dancehouse, the artistic advisors, and audiences.  
 
Projects can be expressed in any way and sent in any format. Please include the information you feel is essential to 
communicate your idea and your project.  
 
As a guide, you may include information like:  

● Project idea or concept  

● Example blurb or marketing copy about the project 
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● Staging/ presentation ideas or requirements 

● What stage of development the project is at  

● An outline of how you will be create the project/ realise the idea 

● Cast, collaborators, partners or crew 

● Photos, video, scores, sound, documentation or supporting material 

● If remounting, technical specifications and touring requirements 

● Current partners, funders or resources committed or sought for the project 

● Who the project is for? Which communities or dance audiences will be interested to engage in or experience 
the project? 

If you don’t know or have some of this information don’t worry — your project idea is the only essential information 
right now!  
 
Please don’t provide long or detailed proposals. As a guide: 2 pages, or around 800 words is plenty. You are also 
welcome to not write — your attachment can be a link to a video showing or describing your project. 
 

Is this an application? 
Nope. This is an open invitation to tell Dancehouse about your project or idea. There are no application forms to 
complete. Your project idea is a simple attachment to upload.  

You are also welcome to send ideas to Dancehouse year-round for projects beyond 2022. 
 

Yes, you.  
Dancehouse welcomes projects from any dance style, genre or discipline. Dancehouse wants to support the works of 
both emerging artists and living dance legends.  
 
Dancehouse encourages projects lead by Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island artists, from artists from culturally and 
linguistically diverse backgrounds, with a disability, who are trans, gender diverse and/or gender non-conforming.  
 
 

Other Dancehouse Opportunities 
This invitation is for live-performance projects at, or on-track for, a presentation outcome to an audience or community.  

There may be other, better aligned contexts for you or your project including: 

● Projects at research or creative development stage should consider On Residence — Dancehouse’s program of 
paid residencies with dance-friendly host partners in regional Victoria and NSW. 

● Screendance projects should consider Dance (Lens) 

● Artists interested in Melbourne Fringe 2021 should apply directly 

● Dancehousing and Emerging Choreographers Program (ECP) artists and participants have discrete 
opportunities to be included in Dancehouse Sundays and Dancehouse Season 5 

● The Keir Choreographic Award (KCA) is a specific call-out. 

 

[ends] 

 

https://www.dancehouse.com.au/whats-on/on-residence-eoi/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/whats-on/dance-lens-2021-submissions/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/whats-on/fringe-eoi-2021/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/programs/dancehousing-residency/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/programs/emerging-choreographers/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/programs/dancehouse-sundays/
https://www.dancehouse.com.au/resources/keir-choreographic-award/

